
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a finance controller. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for finance controller

Partner with IT to improve system functionality and work with the operations
teams to improve processes
Ensure a service and performance culture within own team consistent with
SSC objectives and directions (based on business plan)
Lead Service Delivery Meetings
Manage and monitor the Delivery Team to ensure flawless delivery of
standard services within the defined scope, quality and budget
Report the performance of the Delivery Team and engage in constructive
dialogues with key stakeholders
Optimise the Delivery Team to ensure that it is always at the forefront and
performs well compared to relevant internal and external benchmarks to be
able to meet current and future business needs
Drive simplification of the different finance operations through automation
Keep process flows for country exceptions up to date, well documented and
described in the global repository
Participate in the development, review and presentation of all financial
analyses supporting Veropharm manufacturing strategies
As necessary, involve other Finance team members on any site`s initiatives
and/or strategies that may impact local affiliate taxes, local import/export
duties corporate taxes

Qualifications for finance controller

Example of Finance Controller Job Description
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Ensuring project income and cost to complete forecasts are challenged,
updated and maintained on a monthly basis, in liaison with Project Managers
and /or Profit Centre Managers
Run regular exception reports, ensuring general house-keeping of project
data is up to date, timely closure of completed projects
Degree in finance or business administration combined with sound
knowledge in finance and accounting
Minimum four years of experience in a Finance function, at least two years
previously in similar role
Holistic and analytical way of thinking - ability to formulate and understand
business situations or problems by breaking them down into smaller parts
and analyze them


